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The Narrative Explorer
Natalia Y. Bilenko

Fig. 1: The Narrative Explorer visualization for The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien.
Abstract—The Narrative Explorer is an interactive web application for text visualization and analysis. The texts are visualized in the
Narrative Explorer in two ways. The affective content of the text, quantified as the sentiment polarity of the sentences, is represented
by a bar graph timeline. The co-occurrence of characters or concepts in the text is represented by a chord diagram. These visual
representations are linked and can be examined interactively. The Narrative Explorer allows the user to upload and visualize a new
text or select an existing text from the database for visualization. The Narrative Explorer is intended for a variety of audiences, from
humanities scholars and students engaged in exploratory text analysis to non-specialist readers interested in an analytical perspective
on a familiar text.
Index Terms—Text analysis, narrative, visualization
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I NTRODUCTION
appropriate, they can be daunting for scholars in qualitative fields due
to technical complexity.
In this report, we present the Narrative Explorer, a tool for text exploration that allows the user to visualize the text in an interactive way.
The user is able to select from a library of available visualizations that
are included with the application. The user is also able to create a new
visualization by uploading and analyzing a text file. The Narrative Explorer combines visualizations of two aspects of the text structure, the
sentiment timeline and character co-occurrences.
The sentiment timeline is represented by a bar graph where each
bar represents a sentence in the text in chronological order. The sentiment polarity of each sentence is classified as positive or negative.
The sentiment polarity and the probability of the rating are visualized
as the height of each bar in the sentiment timeline. The co-occurrences
of characters or other concepts in the text are represented as a radial
chord diagram. Each chord corresponds to co-occurrences of two characters or words. The sentiment timeline and the co-occurrence graph
are interactively linked. The appearances of each character in the co-

Digital texts are a form of complex and high-dimensional data. In
many fields of research, including digital humanities, computational
linguistics, and artificial intelligence, scholars use text analysis and visualization tools to derive meaning from texts. Despite its numerous
applications, text visualization presents many challenges. Texts are already a form of visual representation of information. Condensing texts
and summarizing them visually is difficult without significant information loss. Underlying structure and metadata associated with texts are
highly variable and cannot be captured by simple models. Additionally, there are few agreed upon conventions for visual representation
of textual information in comparison to numeric data.
Text visualization as a form of literary analysis can be particularly
challenging. Questions asked by humanities scholars, students, and
even non-specialists who seek a deeper understanding of a literary text
can require complex text processing and metadata collection. Manual parsing and tagging of texts for answering analytical questions is
tedious and time-consuming. Automated text analysis methods are often unsuitable for more complex tasks. When automated methods are
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occurrence graph can be visualized on the sentiment timeline. Portions of the sentiment timeline can be selected to limit the character
co-occurrence visualization to that portion of the text.
The Narrative Explorer is intended for humanities scholars, students, and non-specialist readers. In research settings, it allows for
exploratory questions to be probed in an engaging way. While a comprehensive research investigation might require more advanced text
analysis tools, the Narrative Explorer can be used to guide sensemaking at early stages of research. The Narrative Explorer allows scholars
and students to ask questions about co-occurrences of characters or
concepts in texts, track emotional narratives of characters through the
story, and explore how character relationships change throughout the
story.
For recreational readers, the Narrative Explorer can provide a new
perspective on a familiar text. Unlike many existing visualizations of
texts that are limited to a particular text, the Narrative Explorer allows
readers to interactively add and visualize texts of their choice. Exploring character co-occurrences and aspects of the emotional narrative in
a story can be a rewarding and engaging experience for the readers.
This process can also serve as an accessible introduction to text analysis for non-specialists.
This report summarizes the Narrative Explorer and its usage. After
a brief summary of relevant work in Section 2, we give an overview
of the Narrative Explorer and its functionality in Section 3. In Section
4, we describe the implementation, focusing on the technical details.
Finally, we describe future directions for the development of the Narrative Explorer in Section 5.
2

R ELEVANT

nant emotion present at each point in a text as a method for describing
the affective structure. Mohammad (2011) [16] takes a similar approach by visualizing the prevalence of multiple emotions throughout
a text. Stor-e-Motion [31] is a tool for tracking affective content in
data streams, such as Twitter, and uses a timeline visualization as well.
Rose Plots [7] is a technique that takes a gestalt approach to sentiment
content by showing the deviation of the affect scores for a particular
text from the average scores for a collection of text documents. The
Narrative Explorer adopts the timeline technique and the use of color
for representing sentiment. For simplicity of visual representation, the
sentiment timeline represents a single dimension of affective content:
the sentiment polarity.
Understanding the context and co-occurrence patterns of concepts
or characters in a text is a frequent analytical task. Some visualization tools summarize the context of word occurrences, such as Wordgraph [25] and Word Tree [30]. Other tools visualize co-occurrence of
characters and key concepts, such as Phrase Nets [29], TextArc [19],
and Character Flower [24]. Poetry visualization tools Poemage [15]
and rule-based poetry visualization [1] display connections between
semantic and phonetic elements throughout poems.
ScripThreads [10] tracks character co-occurences in movie screenplays by visualizing them as intersecting timelines. ScripThreads
draws inspiration from a web comic XKCD that humorously visualized intersecting character narratives for popular movies [17]. Character co-occurrences in Les Miserables by Victor Hugo are the subject
of a matrix visualization by Mike Bostock [3].
The Narrative Explorer combines the co-occurrence graph and
timeline approaches for tracking characters and concepts throughout
the story. Appearances of characters or concepts can be highlighted
in the sentiment timeline. Co-occurrences of characters or concepts in
the whole document or a subset of the text are displayed in a radial
chord diagram.

WORK

As digital media and digital text collections continue to grow, there
is an increasing need for text analysis and visualization. In the past
decade, many visualization techniques and tools have emerged with
a particular focus on texts, document collections, and literary works.
We focus on those that have inspired the Narrative Explorer.
One of the goals of text visualization is to summarize a complex text
visually and to give the user a snapshot of a set of features in the text
in an easily navigable representation. Many tools take an overview
approach for the purpose of comparing documents or distinguishing
individual documents in a collection. One early influential example of
a text visualization tool with such an approach is TileBars [9], created
to distinguish retrieved documents in a search user interface. Literature Fingerprinting [12] is a more recent project that represents literary
texts in a collection as unique visual fingerprints, created based on a
variety of literary analysis features of the texts.
Literary texts and their features can serve as a fruitful subject for
data artists. Two notable examples of artistic text visualizations are
Writing Without Words [22] and (En)tangled World Bank [21] by Stefanie Posavec. These projects focus on specific texts, On the Road
by Jack Kerouac and The Origin of Species by Charles Darwin. The
resulting visualizations are not only beautiful, but convey complex information about the structure of the texts. However, the underlying
data are obtained by painstaking manual labeling of the relevant features, making these visualizations singular in their application.
Some text visualization tools go beyond the overview approach and
delve into analysis by examining the text at different levels of abstraction. Two examples of visual tools that allow for different levels of text
analysis are the VarifocalReader [13] and WordSeer [18]. The VarifocalReader is a tool for analysis of large text documents that uses focus
and context techniques in combination with automatic text analysis
tools. WordSeer is a tool for comparing text structure and document
metadata across document collections that supports in-depth text analysis on a large scale.
The Narrative Explorer provides a visual overview of the text in the
form of the sentiment timeline and the co-occurrence graph. It also
supports more detailed analysis by allowing the user to explore appearances of a specific character or concept and to track co-occurrences of
characters or concepts in subsets of the text.
Many text visualization tools focus on affective content of texts.
For example, Liu et al. (2003) [14] use a timeline to display the domi-

3 OVERVIEW
The Narrative Explorer is a web application tool for text visualization.
The visual layout of the Narrative Explorer is shown in Figure 1 and an
annotated layout is shown in Figure 2. The Narrative Explorer layout
includes two main areas. At the top of the page is the control panel
area and below is the visualization area.
The control panel area includes five buttons that allow the user to
manage the current display by selecting a new visualization, uploading
a new text, editing the character list, saving the current visualization,
or exporting the data. There is an About button in the top right corner of the page that brings up information about the visualization and
interaction instructions.
The visualization area includes the title for the current visualization at the top, which can be edited by clicking on it. Below the title
is the sentiment timeline bar graph. At the bottom of the visualization is the co-occurrence chord diagram that displays co-occurrences
between characters in the text.
The users begin their interaction with the Narrative Explorer in one
of two ways: by selecting a previously prepared visualization from
the existing library of texts or by creating a new visualization for an
uploaded text. After the visualization is either loaded or created using these methods, the user can interactively explore two elements of
the story: the sentiment trajectory of the text and the character cooccurrences.
3.1 Initializing the visualization
In the first view of the Narrative Explorer, the user sees two buttons in
the control panel area: Select visualization and Upload new text. This
view is shown in Figure 3. The user selects one of these buttons to
start using the Narrative Explorer. After a visualization is displayed,
either of these buttons can be used to restart the interaction flow and
display a new visualization.
3.1.1 Selecting an existing visualization
To explore a visualization that is already in the database, the user
clicks the Select visualization button in the control panel area. The
2

Fig. 2: The full view of the Narrative Explorer for The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien, annotated with the main interaction areas. The control panel
area at the top of the page includes the buttons for managing the current display of the Narrative Explorer. The visualization area below contains
the editable title, the sentiment timeline, and the chord diagram of character co-occurrences.

(a) Select a visualization

(b) Upload a new text

Fig. 3: Two views of the Narrative Explorer that the user first sees upon coming to the page. The user initializes the interaction with the Narrative
Explorer either by (a) selecting a visualization from those available on the server or (b) uploading a new text to create a new visualization.

Fig. 4: The sentiment timeline section of the Narrative Explorer for The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien. Each sentence is represented by a bar.
Sentences with a positive sentiment rating are represented by orange bars above the x-axis. Sentences with a negative sentiment rating are
represented by teal bars below the x-axis. Hovering over each bar displays the text of the sentence.
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button reveals a drop-down menu with the names of existing texts
that have been visualized previously and saved on the server. When
the user selects a text, the corresponding data are loaded from the
database. These data include the title of the visualization, the text
of all sentences, and the corresponding sentiment rankings (probability that each sentence has a positive or negative sentiment). The data
also include a list of characters, their appearances in the text, and cooccurrences of the characters within a five-sentence sliding window.
3.1.2

Creating a new visualization

To upload a new text and create a new visualization, the user clicks
the Upload new text button. The button opens a modal dialogue that
allows the user to select and upload a new text file from their computer. After the file is uploaded, its contents is processed automatically in order to create the visualization. The text is read and split into
sentences. Each sentence is then split into words, which are tagged
with the corresponding parts of speech. Each sentence is scored with
a probability that its sentiment is positive or negative using a previously trained sentiment classifier stored on the server. A named entity
recognition algorithm is used to find the list of twenty most commonly
occurring characters in the text. The appearances of these characters
in the text are detected. The character co-occurrences are computed
within a five-sentence window.
3.2

Fig. 5: The character co-occurrence diagram of the Narrative Explorer
for The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien. Each character is represented by a
segment of the ring. The co-occurrences of the characters are represented by the chords linking them. Hovering over a character’s name
or ring segment (in this case, Gandalf) highlights the co-occurrences
for only that character by fading the others.

Exploring the visualization

After the visualization is loaded or computed using one of the methods described in Section 3.1, it is displayed to the user. The user sees
two graphical representations of the text: a bar graph at the top of the
visualization area that represents the sentiment timeline and a chord diagram below that represents character co-occurrences in the text. The
two graphs are interactively linked.
3.2.1

out. Figure 6a shows the Narrative Explorer with one of the characters
selected by clicking.
The sentiment timeline graph includes brush handles that can be
used to select a portion of the text for which character co-occurrences
are displayed. The handles are set by default to select the full text.
Brushing is accomplished by clicking and dragging the brush handles independently or by clicking and dragging the region between
the brush handles, which retains the length of the selected segment.
To indicate the selected region, the color fill of the bars in the sentiment timeline that correspond to sentences outside of the selection
is set to gray. After the brush handles are moved, the co-occurrence
chord diagram is updated to reflect character co-occurrences in the
selected portion of the text. Figure 6b shows the Narrative Explorer
with a subset of the text selected and one of the characters selected by
clicking.

Sentiment timeline

The sentiment timeline is a bar graph, where each bar corresponds
to one sentence in the text. The probability that each sentence has a
positive or negative sentiment is plotted on the y-axis of the graph.
Sentences that are more likely to be positive are represented by orange
bars above zero. Sentences that are more likely to be negative are represented by teal bars below zero. The height of each bar corresponds
to the probability of the sentiment rating. The user is able to read the
text of each sentence by hovering over the bar. See Figure 4 for an
example of the sentiment timeline.
3.2.2

Character co-occurrences

Character co-occurrences are plotted in a chord diagram below the
sentiment timeline. The characters are represented as ring segments,
with the name of the character displayed next to the segment. The
co-occurrences between the characters in the text are represented by
chords linking the ring segments. The thickness of each chord corresponds to the relative number of co-occurrences of the two characters
relative to the numbers of co-occurrences between the other characters. Hovering the mouse over one of the characters fades the cooccurrences that do not include that character, shown in Figure 5. Hovering the mouse over one of the chords displays the text “Connections
between X and Y”, where X and Y are the names of the co-occurring
characters represented by that chord.
3.2.3

3.3 Editing the visualization
The list of characters displayed in the character co-occurrence graph in
the Narrative Explorer is editable by the user. Editing the character list
for visualizations loaded from the database can be valuable when the
user is interested in exploring the co-occurrences of characters other
than those that were chosen by the visualization creators. When creating new visualizations, this feature is useful for correcting the results
of automatic text processing. The named entity recognition algorithm
used in automatic processing of the text is imperfect and sometimes
produces unwanted results that have to be altered by the user.
For example, when processing the text for How the Grinch Stole
Christmas by Dr. Seuss, in addition to the characters such as Grinch
and Santa, the algorithm detects temporal entities such as Christmas
and Tomorrow, as well as some common words such as Would and
Stuffed. These mistakenly detected entities can be removed from the
list by the user.
The named entity recognition algorithm may also miss characters
that may be import to the user, but less commonly occurring. For ease
of interaction, we limited the output of the algorithm to twenty most
commonly occurring characters in the text, which may be insufficient
for texts with a large number of characters. To compensate for this issue, characters can be added to the list. The total number of characters

Interaction between the sentiment timeline and the cooccurrence graph

The sentiment timeline and the character co-occurrence graph are
linked together interactively. The appearances of each character in
the text can be highlighted in the sentiment timeline by clicking on the
character’s name or corresponding ring segment in the co-occurrence
graph. When the character’s name is clicked, the font color for that
name in the co-occurrence graph transitions from black to orange. The
bars in the sentiment timeline that correspond to sentences in which
that character appears remain at full opacity. The bars that correspond
to sentences in which that character does not appear are partially faded
4

(a) Clicking the character name (in this case, Gandalf) highlights the appearances of that
character in the sentiment timeline.

(b) Selecting portions of the text in the sentiment timeline by using brush handles constraints the character co-occurrence graph to co-occurrences for that portion of the text.

Fig. 6: Two views of the Narrative Explorer for The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien. The views show how the interactions for the sentiment timeline
and the character co-occurrence graph are linked together.

Fig. 7: The Narrative Explorer visualization for The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien. Pressing the Edit characters button in the control panel area
opens a panel with an editable list of characters. The names of the characters can be changed, added, or deleted. Different names for the same
character can be grouped together.
that can be added is unlimited.
Texts often have multiple names for the same character. For example, in How the Grinch Stole Christmas, the same character is referred
to as Santa, Santy Claus, and Saint Nick. These names can be grouped
together, so that all instances of these names count as appearances of
the same character.

ested in appearances and co-occurrences of concepts or specific words
in the text, instead of or in addition to characters. For example, the
user might want to track symbols or motifs throughout the story or to
connect specific characters to notable phrases or topics. In this case,
the user may want to replace the list of characters with a list of keywords relevant for the analysis.

Editing the character list can also be useful when the user is inter-

To edit the character list, the user clicks the Edit characters button
5

icon in the top right of the panel or the Edit characters button in the
control panel area of the Narrative Explorer.
3.4

Saving and exporting the visualization

The user has two options for preserving the visualization data in the
Narrative Explorer. If the user wishes to save the visualization on the
server and have it available in the drop-down menu for later selection, the user clicks the Save visualization button on the control panel.
Clicking this button commits the visualization data to the database
from which the users can select prepared visualizations.
The user can also export the data for further analysis in JSON format by clicking the Export data button. Clicking this button reveals a
panel with a text area that contains the data for the currently displayed
visualization in JSON format. This view is shown in Figure 9. The
user can copy the data from the text area to the clipboard by clicking
the Copy data to clipboard button at the bottom right of the panel. The
user can then paste the data to a text editor. Clicking the Copy data to
clipboard button or the cross icon at the top right of the panel closes
the panel.
Exporting the data may be beneficial if the user wants to use it for
another analysis. The user is also able to save the data as a JSON
file and upload it to the Narrative Explorer using the Upload new text
button. The Narrative Explorer is configured to detect that a JSON file
is uploaded instead of a text file. If the data contained in the JSON file
are consistent with the visualization data, the visualization is created
from these data.
Saving or exporting the data completes the interaction flow of the
Narrative Explorer. The user is able to restart the process at any point
by selecting an existing visualization from the database or by uploading a text file and creating a new visualization.
Fig. 8: A view of the Edit characters panel for the Narrative Explorer visualization of The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien. Characters can
be added to the character list by pressing the Add character button.
When the button is clicked, a character named “New Character” is
added to the beginning of the list. That name can be then edited by
clicking on it.
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I MPLEMENTATION

The Narrative Explorer is an open-source implementation, and the
code can be downloaded via GitHub (https://github.com/
nbilenko/narrative_explorer/). The web application was
implemented in Python using the Flask web framework [8]. Using
Flask allowed us to integrate tools for data storage, text analysis, and
the visual interface. The Werkzeug library in Python [32] was used to
manage WSGI utilities.

in the control panel area. This button brings out a previously hidden
panel in the lower left of the screen. This view is shown in Figure 7.
The Edit characters panel contains a brief set of instructions and an
editable list of characters. The user can delete a character’s name from
the list by clicking the cross icon on the right of that name. Clicking
on the character’s name allows the user to edit it.
To group alternate names for the same character, a character’s name
can be dragged to group it under the primary name for that character.
For example, the name “Mr. Baggins” can be dragged under the name
“Bilbo Baggins” to count all appearances of “Mr. Baggins” together
with the appearances of “Bilbo Baggins”. The primary name at the top
level of the character list hierarchy will be displayed in the character
co-occurrence diagram.
The Add character button in the lower left of the panel allows the
user to add a new character to the list. The new name is added to the
beginning of the list with the text “New Character” as the name. This
view is shown in Figure 8.
In addition to editing the character list, the Edit characters panel
allows the user to edit the sliding window used to compute the cooccurrence of characters in the text. By default, two characters are defined as co-occurring at a specific point in the text if they both appear
within a sliding window of five sentences centered at that point. The
drop-down menu labeled “Co-occurrence window” allows the user to
specify a different sliding window, from 3 sentences up to 21 sentences.
After editing the character list and choosing the character cooccurrence window, the user clicks the Update visualization button
in the Edit characters panel to update the visualization with the selected parameters and hide the panel. To close the Edit characters
panel without updating the visualization, the user can click the cross

4.1

Data storage

Data storage was organized using a PostgreSQL database [23]. We
chose PostgreSQL due to its simplicity of usage and the flexibility of
its data models. These aspects proved convenient at early stages of
the application design. The Python library SQLAlchemy [5] was used
to access the database. SQLAlchemy is an Object Relational Mapper
that allowed us to define the data models in Python and interface with
the data directly from the Flask framework.
4.2

Text analysis

Text analysis was done using a combination of custom code and the
Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) in Python [2]. NLTK is a widely
used platform for text analysis and contains a large number of libraries,
tools, and corpora. During automatic processing of uploaded text, we
used NLTK tools to parse the text into sentences and words, and to
tokenize words with part of speech labels.
We used a custom classifier to perform sentiment analysis. We used
the Scikit-learn machine learning library [20] to test several types of
models and chose logistic regression due to lower rates of overfitting
to training data. We then trained the classifier on a database of labeled
sentences. The trained classifier was saved on the server. For each
uploaded text, the classifier was loaded in NLTK and used to predict
the sentiment rating of each sentence.
Character detection was done using a named entity recognition
(NER) algorithm in NLTK. A three-category NER algorithm was used,
and the entities that were identified as belonging to the “Person” category were selected. Twenty most commonly occurring characters were
6

Fig. 9: The Narrative Explorer visualization for The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien. Pressing the Export data button in the control panel area brings
out a panel with the visualization data in JSON format. The data can be copied to the clipboard if the user wishes to analyze them further.
chosen from these entities and included in the character list. Appearances and co-occurrences of characters in the text were computed using custom code.
4.3

One important further step in the development of the Narrative Explorer would be to perform a user study in order to systematically
incorporate feedback based on the application usage. Based on preliminary feedback, we expect that both scholars and non-specialist
readers would find the Narrative Explorer engaging and helpful. A
study would be instrumental in evaluating further development directions and the contribution of the Narrative Explorer.
We hope to make several specific improvements to the Narrative Explorer in the future. One potential change would be in organization of
the library of existing visualizations. The visualizations are currently
sorted alphabetically by title, but there is no further organization. The
visualizations could be grouped into different categories, for example,
by genre. Such organization would make it easier to look through the
available visualizations as the database grows larger. To improve this
task even further, a search bar with search term completion could be
added to search the visualizations by name.
Another improvement we plan to make would have the goal of increasing the utility of the Narrative Explorer for exploratory analysis.
Text analysis often requires extracting quotes from the text to support
the researcher’s hypothesis. To enable quote extraction, we could add
a panel to Narrative Explorer that would contain the full text. The text
would be linked to the sentiment timeline, such that selecting a subset
of the text in the timeline would highlight a portion of the text in the
panel. Selecting specific characters in the co-occurrence graph would
highlight the character names in the text. This improvement would
allow the user to easily navigate through the text and extract relevant
quotes to support their investigation.

Visual interface

The visual interface was implemented in JavaScript. The Data-Driven
Documents (d3.js) [4] library was used to create the sentiment timeline and the co-occurrence chord diagram. JQuery and jQuery UI [27]
were used to manage interactions and interface elements. The Tipsy
plugin for jQuery [6] was used to create tooltips displayed on mouse
hover. The nestedSortable plugin for jQuery [26] was used to create
the editable character list. The Twitter Bootstrap library [28] was used
to create the interaction styles of the buttons and menus. Corresponding CSS libraries for these JavaScript and jQuery libraries and plugins
were used to manage the style of the visualization elements. AJAX
tools were used to communicate between the server and the client side
of the application. The selection menu for choosing among the existing visualizations was populated from the database using HTML
templating managed by the Jinja2 engine in Python [11].
5

C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

The Narrative Explorer is an interactive web application for exploratory text visualization. In this report, we demonstrate how the
Narrative Explorer can be used to explore texts via two types of text
analysis: by examining the trajectory of the sentiment ratings of sentences throughout the story and the co-occurrences of characters in the
text. The application allows users to create new visualizations for uploaded texts or to examine or edit available visualizations included in
the application. The users are able to export the visualization data and
contribute their visualizations to the database.
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